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DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROWTH WITHOUT RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS?
Growth continues ... problems and threats remain

Sharing Economy: Nice, But Does It Create Real Jobs?

Tourism workers are the lowest paid of any industry

Overtourism in Barcelona - are the battle lines drawn?

The gender gap is on course to close... in 99 years

Venice council flooded moments after rejecting climate crisis plan

Sexual harassment rampant in hospitality industry, survey finds
Reinstate Husni! IUF affiliates in solidarity with dismissed union leader at Accor’s Pullman Jakarta 18-12-2019

IUF affiliates are taking action in solidarity with our affiliate in Indonesia, the independent hotel and restaurant workers’ federation FSGM, to demand the reinstatement of victimized union leader Husni Mubarak.

Sentences served, Myanmar hotel workers leave prison – struggle continues for rights and reinstatement
What are we doing
TNCs – Key role on Tourism Industry

IUF and Meliá agreement on preventing sexual harassment in the workplace, a first in the global hospitality sector
24-01-2019

The IUF and Spanish-based Meliá Hotels International have signed an agreement on preventing sexual harassment in the workplace, the first such agreement between the IUF and an international hotel chain.

Marriott workers across Africa demand action to combat sexual harassment through negotiations with IUF 11-12-2019

Marriott workers across Africa have called on the CEO of the world’s largest hotel company to engage directly with the IUF to agree on global measures to combat the sexual harassment which plagues the hospitality industry.
We must avoid false triumphalism.

There are still serious problems..

International organizations and specialized agencies should lead the looking to achieve a reals SDGs in the tourism sector.
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